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Code of Ethics and Values as DHARMI® Practitioners 

 

An ethical life is built of integrity, honesty, kindness, decency and belief in truth, 
honor, love, respect, compassion, and working together to make life better. 

                                                                                                               --Charles Dickens 

Before you begin the work of learning what you must in order to become a 
teacher and guide to others of the DHARMI® Map program, you must start with 
the first step: A firm and clear commitment to ethics and values. 

When people come to you to seek knowledge of the DHARMI Map program 
they need to be able to put their trust in you as mentor and guide, with no 
shadow of anxiety or worry that their trust has been misplaced. They must 
understand and truly believe that what they share with you will remain privileged 
information, never to be divulged by you to others for any reason whether that 
be profit or publicity or to build your practice. You can, of course, share their 
testimonials or any pictures with their approval, but only with that permission. 
What people share with you along the path as you work together must remain 
confidential. Just as a Catholic priest honors the seal of the confessional or a 
journalist is willing to accept incarceration rather than divulge a source, so, too, 
must your clients know that what they say or share with you remains with you 
alone. 

They must know, too, that you are providing a fair service for a fair rate of pay as 
mentioned in the manual. . You must always value their time and effort and your 
expertise should be shared willingly and honestly. 

You should enter into this program with pure intent and the very best of 
motivators—love of your fellow man. We are put here to help each other and 
this DHARMI Map program presents clear tools to support people with 
consciousness and harmony on their path.  

Your own reputation must be spotless. Not only must you have worked studiously 
to learn all you can about the DHARMI Map program, but you must try to live its 
principles—discipline, harmony, enthusiasm, consciousness, clarity and 
intention—in your daily life. For only by living the program and practicing its 
principles (living according to the Map), can you truly pass along its precepts 
and insights to those you are trying to teach. You may be the only DHARMI 
program Facilitator, Holistic Consultant, Yoga-Teacher or Mentor who anyone 
ever meets and must therefore be a shining example of life lived according to 
the Map. Word-of-mouth will be your greatest advertisement and, though it is 
said bad news travels fast, believe if you are living the DHARMI program, the 
uplifting energy provided by it will give the good news about you wings and your 
positive reputation will precede you.  
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The following ethical principles are general guidelines of behavior as opposed to 
rigid rules. These guidelines must be applied to each unique circumstance you 
encounter as a DHARMI Practitioner, whether that be as a Facilitator, Consultant, 
Yoga Teacher or Mentor.  

The main purpose is to live your dharma, to express yourself from your heart and 
your truth, honoring your sensibility, your power and your life’s purpose, in 
harmony and abundance with your relationships and surroundings.  

 

We need such discipline to find enlightenment. Without healthy ethics and 
values, life becomes chaotic. We are all connected. We all depend on each 
other. Yet codependence can become unhealthy when we lose healthy 
boundaries and fail to respect values, ourselves and others  

We alone are responsible for our well-being and evolution. Though no one can 
create those for us, we can support, inspire and influence each other along our 
different journeys.  

Our loved ones, surroundings, culture and environment affect us. We can try to 
blame our family, education, and environment for our circumstances. Yet 
nothing will change as long as we direct our focus towards the outer world. 
Instead, we can take responsibility for our choices, decisions and actions, lighting 
our own path and bringing an uplifting energy to everything around us.  

Being connected does not mean we become trapped or entangled, as 
happens in unhealthy codependent relationships. We still have freedom of 
thought and the ability to choose our perspective.  

The key to freedom is to access our true nature and ascertain our true intention. 
We must choose our thoughts and actions and be sure they stem from that 
space of authenticity. Learning to manage our emotions and thoughts is 
fundamental for our evolution and well-being and is an expression of respect for 
our relationships and ourselves. When we accept our responsibilities, we begin 
our communication from a space of clarity and focused intention.  

When people enter into manipulation, power games or ego-driven behaviors, 
they are led to codependent, competitive and stressful circumstances. They 
cannot manage their emotions and therefore cannot lead their actions with 
intention, healthy values or clear vision. They are driven by impulsive reactions, 
defense mechanisms, greed, fear and unhealthy attachments.  

How can we recognize if we are acting out of fear and misplaced core beliefs, 
or out of a pure intention and healthy values?  How can we be sure we are not 
being driven by an impulsive ego and are  being attracted by nurturing and 
collaborative evolution? These questions have plagued us since mankind began, 
but we have learned certain things along the way: 

Our comfort zone has been created by time and our experiences. We build up 
our reality around the model we received and around the core beliefs we have 
built.  

For certain people, it has become comfortable to struggle. Every time they begin 
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to get to a point of more harmony and abundance, something will happen that 
will propel them back to the struggle again. Is that bad luck, something they 
attract or something to which they are attracted?  

Developing healthy values and ethics and creating new habits that nurture your 
intention, are leading you to a space of balance, well-being and happiness. 

Nurturing healthy relationships is the key to that happiness and the most 
important relationship is the one between you and yourself. Accepting who you 
are and your own truth is vital, as is being compassionate and honoring your 
journey. Only from that space of self-acceptance can you develop compassion 
and acceptance towards others, honoring their own time, rhythm and process of 
evolution.  

 

In the society in which we live, people are often giving into distortions of their 
own values, dreams, and their own inner voice and reacting to fear, pain or 
attachments  

 

Bringing awareness of the people and community we live in all Five Elements is 
key as DHARMI Practitioner.  Through our life’s experiences, we are affected and 
moved daily in all aspects. The Elements are an integral part of forming our ethics 
and values: 

 

AIR – People are constantly bombarded with information. All of us build up core 
beliefs when we  repeatedly experience similar situations. Over time, we are 
convinced by our own beliefs and interpretations. We become attached to who 
we think we are. We analyze the same situation over and over again, sometimes 
obsessively so. We allow what others think to affect how we think about ourselves 
and any given situation. In doing so, we lose our sense of direction and clarity. 
The more we seek outside of ourselves, the more confused we can get and the 
further we are from our own truth and responsibility. It is up to us to help our 
clients realize these truths. We need to be the clear, compassionate person 
within the community who is tuning at a high vibration, mindfulness and 
evolution., so that we may avoid receiving garbled messages ourselves and so 
we may help our clients avoid receiving them as well. Time for daily meditation 
and reflection clarifies our minds.  

===  

Which intention brings you clarity? Intention is the “Ether Element”. Clarity is the 
Air, supporting the clarity of your intention, helping you to believe in your 
intention and staying focused towards it 

==== 

FIRE – Being sensitive to our feelings and those of others can help develop a 
healthy sense of self-esteem. We reflect confidence in the intensity and direction 
of our actions. Yet, sometimes we become what is expected for us to become 
and could distance ourselves from our own path – sometimes we can be rebel 
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against what is expected even if that may be aligned with our true path – 
developing a clear connection to our fire- inner spark can support us to find 
balance. Energetically our attention can be scattered by so many distractions 
every day. We can develop a personality that will fit in the society in which we 
live, while honoring our truth and intention.  Yet we can be driven by what is 
fashion, even if it doesn’t fit us or feels right for us. We live in a community filled 
with instant gratification. We are driven by so many different sources of 
entertainment, excitements and distractions; we could lose sight of our inner 
guidance. We fight against our reality and resist our truth, to make sure we are 
accepted. We develop an ego and an identity and then fully inhabit this 
persona. This persona can be a clear role aligned with our intention, gift and 
truth or purpose., or this persona can be a false role we have created for 
ourselves, based on fears or attachments. We build up masks to hide our true 
selves and help us relate to our surroundings. We even become seemingly 
permanently attached to some of those masks. But it needn’t be that way. We 
can also build up masks to express our intention and purpose with clarity. This 
mask will support the pro-action, the responsibility to communicate our message 
with confidence. A daily meditation reminds us to listen to our hearts, to nurture 
our inner flames, the true spark within us. What motivates you to put down the 
mask and feed the true flame?  

 

WATER - Emotionally, our loved ones, our community and environment, affect us 
continuously. We also influence them constantly. It is a two-way street in 
influencing each other. We are waves moving, sometimes in similar directions, 
sometimes overwhelming one another, sometimes gently swelling, other times 
crashing. When the intensity of the emotional flow becomes overwhelming, we 
can develop a shell that becomes thicker and thicker every day, shielding us 
with emotional memory and response mechanisms, but causing us to lose 
emotional sensibility, intuition and flow. We can become too comfortable with 
this defense mechanism and thick armor that tries to protect us from our 
sensitivity and intuition. We need to develop the tool of emotional intelligence. 
How are we so attached emotionally when the emotions are reflected in the 
element of Water? It is not healthy to hold the water still, to keep it without 
movement for too long. Stillness allows the flow with harmony, but if we hold and 
resist the flow, the water no longer flows and we begin to feel the stagnation. 
Nurturing relationships so they continue to move and don’t become stale, 
drinking plenty of water to keep our inner workings fluid, and taking time for 
relaxation releases those attachments. Yet we need a strong foundation (Earth 
Element) and a clear focus and direction (Fire, Air Elements) to channel the 
emotions wisely (Ether). A daily meditation allows the detachment and opens 
the flow.  What nurtures your happiness?  

EARTH - Physically, we accumulate stress and toxins daily. Our physical body is 
facing challenges constantly. With time, we become used to and even numb to 
some sources of stress such as loud music, bright artificial lights, television, traffic, 
unhealthy food, soda and caffeine, loud alarm clocks and even the stress of 
sitting too long at a desk without moving. We are creatures of habit. Our physical 
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body begins to find comfort in uncomfortable choices. We become used to 
sugar or addicted to caffeine. Some people can no longer fall asleep without 
the TV on or the radio blaring. We sit at a desk for 8 hours, fight our way home 
through gridlock traffic, heat up a fast food meal in a microwave and live above 
busy streets, awash in neon lights. We eat too much and sleep too little. Applying 
the Eive Elements for a healthy foundation, discipline and lifestyle supports our 
balance. A daily routine and clear discipline aligned with our intention, our own 
rhythm and truth supports a healthy ground and Earth. A daily meditation, 
regular physical activity and connection with the natural environment clears 
your physical body from stress and toxins. A healthy diet and discipline of life 
supports good health. What promotes your well-being?  

 

ETHER - Spiritually, we live in a time where the community is searching spiritually. 
We have access to many different religions, beliefs and interpretations of who 
God is. We can explore many paths looking for liberation, while others are 
fighting in the name of their gods. Maybe everyone is right in his or her own 
perspective. We are very influenced by the mass consciousness and we all have 
access to the Cosmic Intelligence. Again, a daily DHARMI meditation gives you 
the opportunity to connect to your heart center, to the Divine Light and energy 
within and around you.  

 

What gives you a sense of purpose?   

 

In the DHARMI Map, we consider the Five Fundamental Energies with respect. 
The body and material level is sacred as it is a physical manifestation of the 
Divine.  

 

A thought can affect our health and environment as much as an action. Each 
step we take with intention will plant a seed on this Earth and affect all beings 
around us.  

 

Dr. Masaru Emoto, through his famous experiments, showed us the influence of a 
thought on an atom of water. The shape changed, influenced by his intention, 
his beliefs and the energy that surrounded it.   

 

We are here, a pure manifestation of Water. Our own intention affects our well-
being, balance and relationships. We can choose to take leadership and 
responsibility for our thoughts, our actions and lifestyle. We can become an 
expression of the Divine and the Higher Purpose, uplifting the vibration within and 
all around us. We are spiritual beings having a human experience and the 
DHARMI Map supports the process to inspire our spirit and our mission in this 
human life experience. It is a process of embodiment, manifestation, 
acceptance of the sacred spirit into our physical, emotional, energetic and 
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mental expression and realization.  

 

Using the Elements in Your Practice 

 

Earth Element  

Establish a discipline. Practice at least three times a week the Vortex of Energy & 
Meditation to align yourself with the vibration of your intention and the moon 
cycle of the moment. Follow with writing your intention, direction and action 
planned for the week.  

Remember that the people who choose to participate to DHARMI programs, or 
to receive the guidance of the DHARMI Map to clarify their path,  are willing to 
invest their time and energy into a process of evolution. They seek to awaken 
their gifts, to connect to their heart, to find their intention and values and to 
realize their life’s purpose. Respect their time, space and support them with 
healthy values.  

Be clear about the time and energy you are investing in those with whom you 
work. Be punctual and respect their schedule. Be open to answer questions. 
However, respect a scheduled time you have set-up to guide in a session or 
class. Stay focused on guiding the person through the steps in the DHARMI Map, 
yet allow flexibility to honor their space for deeper understanding and 
integration.  

Do not dilute the energy by trying to extend the guidance and be intrusive with 
extra support unless asked to do so by the person with whom you are working. 
Such well-intentioned but misguided efforts can affect the sacredness of their 
evolution and it may overwhelm their life. Define a clear space and time for 
consultations and stick to them. You cannot pull on the plant to make it grow 
faster. Focus on the teachings, guide them within the determined time and 
create the ideal momentum for them to dance and explore.  

Follow up with the people who you are supporting on their journey through email 
or phone calls and be open to the communication and any level of connection 
they desire. Be open to answer specific questions and be available through their 
process if they have reactions or insights they need to share before the next 
session.  

Dress in an appropriate way to reflect professionalism. Wear comfortable clothes 
in non-intrusive colors. Be attentive to your personal hygiene. Keep your skin, hair, 
nails and breath clean. Avoid strong perfumes. If you must wear scent, make 
light use of essential oils.  

For the consultations, use the DHARMI Elements Blends of essential oils for the 
space and meditations. Also use the respective symbols for the representation of 
the Teachings, balancing of the space and material provided at the completion 
of your training for support and clear guidance.  
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Leave personal stories outside of the space and time of a private session or 
practice of any of the teachings in the DHARMI Map. Place yourself in a space 
of equanimity, non-judgment and clear connection. 

Clear the space in which you work energetically and make sure that the 
representation of all the Elements is present in the space, to allow a harmonious 
flow in the guidance through the Map. Have a representation of the designs 
printed on cards or canvas, to facilitate the understanding and integration of the 
teachings by your clients. Place the Elements on the cardinal points in alignment 
with the Map and the seasons. Remember to align your space and practice 
honoring the universal laws, moon cycles and seasons as taught in your DHARMI 
training.    

Do not place burning incense within the practicing space, unless it is purely 
natural and organic. You can use sage or Palo Santo as sacred tools to cleanse 
the space before and after a consultation or class. We encourage natural 
essential oils for the practicing environment. We recommend using those 
created specifically for the practices of the Map.  

Water Element 

Relate to the community and people with whom you work from a space of 
clarity, making no suppositions before you have enough information. Connect to 
your client’s reality, guiding them with love, respect and honor. Always try to 
communicate from an unconditional place of acceptance, without 
expectations or judgments.   

In the DHARMI training, we focus on intentions, alignments, connection and 
awakening of consciousness through life’s journey. These awakenings support a 
shift in perspective that will be reflected in the relationship with oneself, your 
loved ones, the community and the environment. We honor the time and space 
of everybody’s evolution. We do not force anyone towards external goals or try 
to create drastic external changes. We allow space for intuition and sensibility to 
evolve uniquely for each person. 

Be compassionate and willing to serve the community, those you train and 
others within the Institute, selflessly and unconditionally. Remember to honor your 
and their space, time and energy.  

Never demean or abuse someone with whom you work or anyone in the 
community-- physically, emotionally, energetically or verbally. Never hit, slap, 
kick, or yell at a student. Never condescend, degrade or talk down to anyone, 
but treat everyone with compassion and respect. . 

 

Be patient and understand that everyone’s process needs time, attention, and 
sensibility to unfold with harmony. Again, do not create a trauma. We all have 
enough of those. Choose to support everyone’s evolution and transformation in 
a harmonious, respectful, and honorable way.  
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Welcome the people and consider their well-being and comfort. If the person 
feels comfortable and welcomed, they will be more open to the experience.  

Make sure the students feel comfortable in the space, and that it feels safe to 
them—allowing them to more faithfully open to their inner quest and evolution. 
The DHARMI Map affects very deep and personal aspects in the life of people. 
Open your heart so they can open their hearts. Don’t be either cold or too 
warm, and respect the subtle level of connection that will allow a clear 
communication, a harmonious dance. Respect their privacy and keep their 
information confidential. 

If a personal connection with the client is created, do not involve personal stories 
during the sessions. Be the mentor during the session and find another time to 
relate as friends or in a more intimate way.   

Fire Element 

 Honor and love oneself as a divine being. Staying centered with the heart and 
Divine Light, we will connect more clearly with others. 

Conduct and express yourself in a genuine manner that reflects acceptance, 
compassion, love, respect and wonder for life evolution and rhythms.  

Be welcoming to all people regardless of gender, race, religion, creed, 
nationality, cultural background or sexual preference. Respect everyone’s story. 
Devote the same attention to them all. All paths and all people unveil wonders 
and deserve to be honored. In fact, we all have a sacred path and the Map is 
to be applied respectfully to everyone. 

Be loving, kind, friendly and respectful to the community in general and those 
whom you mentor particularly. Be willing to serve and help them as best you 
can. Honor them as divine beings full of goodness and greatness waiting to be 
discovered. 

Motivate and inspire your clients to seek their new alignment and vibration. 
Celebrate together when a sacred sign appears to remind them they are in the 
right path and they can believe in themselves, trust their path, and their hearts.  

Be polite, compassionate and respectful of each student’s process. However, 
remain clear about what they are passing through. Make sure not to nurture or 
enable an unhealthy ego. Be clear and focus on nurturing the light and a 
healthy point of reference, even if that clarity and focus does hurt the ego (and 
its attachments) sometimes. Learn to identify and communicate clearly in their 
evolution, as these are the subtle levels in the dance.   

Be patient with oneself and the community. Acknowledge that life is a 
continuous dance and a constant evolution. It is not a goal to be won, but a 
journey to be taken. 

Be confident and strong in your actions and use words to express appropriate 
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authority. The strength you have in your role is vital. You are in charge of guiding 
and leading the Teachings & Practices with sensitivity and clarity.  

Do not make nervous or extraneous hand gestures. Don’t fall into the seat or 
point out physical stiffness. Instead, use your body to exhibit fluidity, flexibility and 
grace. Remember, body posture is aligned, engaged and inviting and to be 
used for communication and connection. Use the body language tools and 
information studied in the Mentorship Training and in the level of Conscious 
Communication. Observe your student’s body language and be sensitive to their 
reactions.  

Air Element 

 Act and guide your trainees in alignment with the DHARMI Map, Teachings and 
Practices that you have studied. 

When you don’t know the answer to a question, admit it. Be willing to do the 
research and provide an answer to the questioner as soon as possible. Honesty 
and diligence will earn respect from the trainees and the community. 

Practice Right Speech 

• Focus on positive words, solutions and possibilities.  
• Be polite and sensitive to people’s feelings, culture and reality. 
• Guide your students clearly through the steps in the Map to support a 

graceful flow in their life’s journey.  
• You can speak about your personal experiences, but don’t compare your 

personal story to the process of others. Your guidance needs to be 
towards their evolution and the outcome they are seeking. It is your 
responsibility to help them achieve that aim. 

• Don’t overwhelm the student with information, but rather be sensitive to 
their process. Remember what is most important is the integration of the 
Teachings in their life’s dance. Provide guidance in harmony with their 
process of evolution and within their rhythms and path. Yet do so without 
being too intrusive and don’t try to seek any shortcuts in their process. We 
focus on a dharmic path and evolution, and don’t want to create more 
traumas than those that already exist. However, allow for assertiveness 
and draw attention toward opportunities that evolve in consciousness 
and in the dharmic practice of our fellow human beings. 
 

• Address the person as a whole, honoring all the different aspects inherent 
in their personality as well as all Five Elements and Seven Tonalities. Take 
into consideration their mind, the perspective from which they see the 
world, their emotional state at this time, their physical condition and their 
energy and level of vitality.  
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Ask Wise Questions 

• Is it convenient to speak about the subject you wish to discuss at this time?  
• How many Teachings can the student integrate at this time?  
• Do you need to focus more time on a specific step in the Map, before 

moving forward to another step in the program?  
• Is it a time of integration, a moment for meditation, a time to face and 

detach from a mask or a time to create and move towards the new?  
• What is the point of reference of the client at this time?  
• What is the client’s intention? For what are they searching? What is their 

need? What are their priorities?  
 

Be modest and honor the power of words. Practice what is being taught in your 
own life. Such guidance is vital to you as a teacher. 

Be courteous and polite. Make sure everyone understands the meaning of the 
words the same way or comprehends and accepts each other’s perspective. 
For example, when a trainee speaks about love, ask them what love means to 
them and how it feels. When they speak about stress, ask them how does stress 
manifest in their own life? Make sure to align your language and understanding 
with that of your client through a clear communication. Respect them as 
intelligent, educated and mature people. Address the student by his or her 
name considering how they have introduced themself to you.  

Encourage and honor independent thinking and the spirit of exploration in those 
with whom you work. If a client respectfully disagrees with you on a particular 
teaching point because his or her point of reference  or perspective is different, 
honor the client for not conforming mindlessly to a view to which he or she may 
not subscribe. Make sure to clarify the communication and respect the student’s 
way of thinking, while staying in alignment with your values, teachings and 
principles. 

Be clear in your guidance, respecting the Steps in the DHARMI Map found within 
the manuals that you receive through the Mentorship Training. 

Respect the rhythms of the student in their life’s journey, using the tools and 
instructions with the steps in the Map as mentioned in the manual. 

Keep in mind we are always in a state of constant evolution. Life experiences 
give us the chance to keep moving, reminding us that life is worth living, that we 
can continuously navigate through reflections (Air/Wind), different roles 
(Fire/Intensity), emotional influences (Water/Relationships) 
ownership/detachment (Earth/Foundations )and intention (Ether).  

Ether Element 

 Relate to a pure space and demonstrate the consciousness living within. Be 
humble in your life and allow your light, wisdom and connection to shine. Place 
your will in alignment with the will of the Divine and open to the power of love. 
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Everyone has a different personal dharma within the universal dharma, and all 
are intertwined and connected together.  

Don’t act as a demigod, or one who professes to know what is best for the other. 
Trust that their own answers will be unveiled as you guide them through the steps 
in the DHARMI Map, via clear signs and responses. As a Facilitator, Consultant, an 
inspired Mentor or Instructor, one must guide and unconditionaly support one’s 
students in their process of evolution, through sacred teachings. Keep in mind 
that we are always three during the journey and in relationship with your 
students: ourself, the student and the Divine presence.  

Practice the DHARMI Meditation and steps of the Map and center yourself prior 
to a session in private or group class. Do not consume alcohol or drugs prior to or 
during the Practices. Be centered and aligned prior to leading a session or class. 
Stay focused and alert with clear attention to guide the clients with sensibility, 
knowledge, wisdom, respect and connection.  

The day you begin to be an observer as opposed to a participant, you distance 
yourself from your own purpose and engagement within the Map program. This 
creates a gap between you and the clients. It also creates a gap between 
yourself and your surroundings. Continue self-practice and the peers’ Practices 
of the DHARMI program to stay in tune with and honor your constant evolution, 
as well as maintaining the clarity to lead others through the Map.  

Be unconditional about honoring the rhythm of the dancer’s life and evolution. 

The Role of the DHARMI Mentor, Holistic Consultant or Facilitator 

As an Inspired DHARMI Mentor, you are an inspiration for many people.  

Your behavior reflects upon the sacred aspect of life and should be conducted 
with grace, truth, and  mindfulness. Consequently, you must exhibit a very high 
degree of personal integrity in all matters during the practice, and in the way 
you deal or face situations and people in your life’s dance. A high standard of 
professional competence and integrity can be maintained through continuing 
your own evolution, as well as a virtuous and healthy lifestyle.  

Pay attention to your social network presence and image. If you are on 
Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, and other social networks, make sure to align your 
image and actions thereon with your professional role and dharma. The clients 
and community have access to your information online and it is good to project 
the proper image to inspire confidence. 

“People don’t care how much you know until they know how much you care,” 
Clergyman John Maxwell. 

The above quote speaks truth. The extent of your education is useless unless you 
are caring, compassionate and exhibt the highest personal integrity. 

A high degree of personal integrity is a prerequisite in order to be well respected 
as an Inspired DHARMI Mentor. 
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This consist of Seven Key Elements reflecting the Seven Tonalities that we consider 
in The Vortex of Energy Meditation:   

Positive Intention (Ether-center) 

Mindfulness and Clear Reflection (Air)  

Self-motivation and Confidence (Fire) 

Emotional  balance /Channeling Emotions Wisely (Water) 

Healthy Lifestyle and Sense of Independence with Self-Discipline (Earth) 

A Special Gift (Ether-above) 

Acceptance of Your Own Truth and Potential (Ether-below)  

  

People tend to project high ideals onto the DHARM Facilitator, Holistic Consultant 
or Mentor. They often think their teacher is more connected and conscious than 
they are.  

Consequently, the client will tend to trust and open up to the inspired Mentor or 
Practitioner in a more psychically vulnerable and more emotionally receptive 
way than in most relationships. This creates an inherent power between the 
Facilitator/Holistic Consultant/Yoga Teacher/Mentor/ DHARMI Practitioner and 
the student. Because of this unequal power structure, we must be vigilant to 
uphold the integrity of the role of the Mentor, Instructor or Master. We must never 
exploit the vulnerability of the student for personal gain or gratification. Clear 
boundaries must be established and maintained in the role of serving and 
coaching the clients.  

We must take the responsibility of creating and sustaining both a sacred and 
safe environment for all clients. They need to be able to take refuge within a safe 
relationship with a Facilitator, Consultant or Practitioner. Such trust needs to be 
present for any deep transformations, transcendence and awakenings to occur.  

As a DHARMI Consultant, Facilitator or Mentor follow these Guidelines: 

• Honor and embrace the role of the DHARMI Consultant or Practitioner. 
Verbally honor and pay tribute to past teachings and the sources of one’s 
knowledge and skill. Be happy and content in the seat of the Facilitator, 
Holistic Consultant or Mentor. 

• You have been given the designation of DHARMI Practitioner because of 
your goodness (even your inherent greatness) and the dedication that 
you have shown. By remembering this, you can stay centered in the midst 
of criticism or disapproval.  

• You will not always please everyone with the teachings and guidance 
you provide. Some disapproval is normal. Do not be disturbed by the 
clients who seem to lack enthusiasm or appear unresponsive.    

• When sexual attraction occurs between you and a client, be very 
disciplined and mindful to avoid any ill-mannered behavior during the 
consultations. We recommend you consider carefully before beginning a 
romantic relationship with any client but certainly if you choose to do so, 
ensure it is conducted outside of the space and time dedicated to 
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teachings and mentoring.. 
• If one begins a romantic relationship with a client, or become very 

emotionally involved, we recommend that the DHARMI® Mentor should 
find another licensed Practitioner to guide and support their client. This 
maintains a clear unconditional support in the Map through the 
consultations, free of expectations or emotional conditions. . 

• As you work with others, follow all civil laws and other legal codes of 
behavior, (including the ICF Code of Conduct).   

• Stay firm concerning convictions and ethics and about being a model 
person and DHARMI Practitioner, Facilitator, Consultant, Yoga teacher or 
Mentor. Be steadfast in employing ethical behaviors toward others. Be 
resolute and committed to all spiritual observances.    

• When speaking publicly about others from the community, always 
communicate positive messages. Never publicly degrade or demean 
anyone else’s spiritual path. 

• Avoid making direct comparisons between clients and respect the 
confidentiality of everyone being guided. In this way, you can cultivate 
harmony and unity in the community. This further honors the great art of 
living through the Map and promotes the Institute that you proudly 
represent. 
 

All registrations are done using the Forms of Registration, release of liability and 
confidentiality agreement, that are provided in the licensed material and on the 
DHARMI Institute website. 10% of the revenue supports the ongoing creation, flow 
and support for the constant evolution of the source of the Teachings, 
information and materials at your disposal. These materials support your 
communications and help you properly represent the DHARMI program.  

 

Make sure to use the proper language and expression in describing the Map, 
Cycle of Evolution, Vortex of Energy, the Cycle of Energy. Clarify that it is not a 
form of therapy, psychology, psychiatry, social work or medical treatment. It is a 
process of development and evolution, awakening mindfulness, consciousness 
and new perspectives, offering a person a better idea of  his or her gifts, 
potentials and correct,path and who they can become through their life’s 
journey.  

 

Classical Ethical Guidelines Inspired by the Eight Limbs of Yoga  

 

The following guidelines are offered for you to be aware of them and to apply 
them in different circumstances. Each of them has a specific purpose, yet it will 
be for you to measure their application in the relationship to yourself and your 
environment and surroundings.  

 

All traditions, cultures and spiritual paths mentioned, support the community in 
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their evolution with healthy life ethics and guidelines.  

All of them are leading the community towards a harmonious and loving place. 
Yet there are many conflicts in between different beliefs and perspectives. I 
honor and respect every approach. In this manual, I chose to share some of 
them that you can apply independently of any belief, culture or tradition. Those 
ethics and guidelines can support your evolution, balance and help you find 
harmony and develop balance with your environment.  

We live in a community where there is a lot of corruption and where most of the 
people are not sensitive to their own time and emotions, not to mention those of 
others.  

If someone were really attentive to their well-being, would they drive a vehicle 
that makes so much noise that it annoys the whole city and hurts themselves as 
well? 

If someone were honoring their well-being would they smoke? If they love the 
ocean, would they throw their cigarette butts in it, hurting the environment after 
hurting themselves?  

Living in a corrupted society, we become numb, and driven by these external 
influences. If we are so influenced by our environment, it means that we also can 
influence strongly our environment. It is a two-way street.  

I am a dreamer with common sense. I believe that if we teach healthy ethics 
and inspire the community to follow their truth, we would live in a world of 
harmony. Everyone would respect and value the space, time and energy of 
everyone else. 

I believe in what Mahatma Ghandi wrote, “Be the change you want to see in 
the world”. 

 

 

 

YAMAS 

Yamas are the universal moral commandments. They are restraints on our 
behavior. This guideline pertains to your relationship with yourself and with others 
in society, environment and nature. All yamas apply to the Five Bodies: Thoughts, 
Actions, Relationships, Physical/Material and Intentions.  

There are 5 yamas:  
- Non-violence:  ahimsa 
- Truthfulness: satya 
- Non-stealing: asteya 
- Continence: brahmacharya 
- Non-coveting: aparigraha 

 
I suggest you to choose one yama at a time to begin with, and bring it into 
practice in your thoughts, actions and relationships. Embody it. Learn to practice 
it with intention- towards yourself and towards your loved ones, community, and 
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environment.  
 
When you journal, observe if you experienced some level of stress or resistance 
to it during the day. You can then pass through the Cycle of Evolution, exploring 
what is holding you back and transcending towards a healthy, nurturing 
integration of this ethic.  

Ahimsa (Non-harming):Loving kindness to others and oneself; not blocking or 
obstructing the flow of nature; compassion, mercy, gentleness, commonly 
translated as non-violence. 

When you practice loving kindness in the Five Bodies, towards yourself and others 
around you, your life becomes more harmonious and balanced. 

AIR - Observe your thoughts and the direction of your mind. Violence in the mind 
manifests with hurtful judgments, expression and thoughts that can harm you or 
others emotionally, psychologically or spiritually.  

FIRE - Have you taken any harmful actions today? Maybe you noticed some 
destructive behavior towards you or others. Have you been sensitive to your 
feelings and the feelings of others? You can enter into a Cycle of Evolution, 
identifying the emotional memory and pain body reaction that triggers this 
behavior. This may have served you in the past to receive attention or to look for 
external acceptance.  

I invite you to develop compassion for any harmful or violent behavior you have 
been involved in, whether it was towards yourself or others. There is no need to 
get upset about being upset. There is no need to cause more trauma over 
trauma. It is a space to nurture confidence and balance the intensity of your 
actions (Fire). 

WATER - Did you honor a nice flow and nurture relationships? Or have you tried 
to cut short the flow or allowed toxic intrusions in your emotional space? We are 
emotional beings and therefore easily influenced. We influence others and are 
affected by our surroundings in very subtle, yet powerful ways.  

Have you been kind to yourself and others around you?  

I have been teaching meditation to a little girl. After working on this for awhile, 
she received an award in her school for being the “kindest child of the year”. It is 
a blessing to see that we value kindness in the education of children and in our 
everyday life. It is cool to be kind. 

Containing our emotions and honoring the intuition, emotional boundaries, 
sensibility of oneself and others is the application of Ahimsa in the Water Element.  

EARTH - When we have a good discipline and nurture our body with healthy 
food, we practice Ahimsa. It is an act of gentleness and consideration regarding 
our physical body.  

I always maintain a healthy diet, take some exercise, get good sleep and buy 
only organic food when possible. One day someone told me: “Why are you so 
hard on yourself?” I was very surprised at this question. From my perspective, the 
questioner, who drank lot of alcohol, consumed unhealthy food, and went to 
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sleep usually after midnight, was the one who was hard on herself. It is always a 
matter of perspective.  

A drastic change of diet and lifestyle can cause a sensation of violence to the 
person. It is important to take in consideration that we don’t want to cause a 
trauma trying to overcome a trauma. The journey towards Ahimsa should reflect 
and come from Ahimsa itself, one step at a time, with loving kindness.  

I recommend you choose a specific aspect of your life, one in which one you 
notice a reflection of violence or stress. Once you have that aspect clear, you 
can follow steps in the DHARMI Map  to transcend that resistance with 
consciousness and act in harmony.  

With dedication and determination, you will get closer each day to find Ahimsa 
in all aspects of your life.  

Satya (Truthfulness): Being genuine and authentic to our inner nature, having 
integrity, honesty, being honorable, not lying, not concealing the truth, not 
downplaying or exaggerating.  

What is our true inner nature? With life’s experiences, we have been hurt, 
disappointed as well as honored, supported and loved. If you have experienced 
traumas, your defense mechanism and pain body may resist being truthful. The 
disappointment has been so strong, that it may take time to access our heart 
center, our inner nature. You may have created some walls of protection, 
subconsciously, after some hurtful experiences. And now the subconscious 
response is: Why should I be authentic to my inner nature, if I will be hurt again?  

I have met many people who felt threatened when I was suggesting to them to 
open up, to be truthful in their relationships, in their expression and in their 
actions. They’ve lost faith, hope, and confidence in themselves.  

Truthfulness doesn’t mean that you will expose yourself as if nothing happened. It 
is a guide to be alert and truthful to what you perceive at the moment, to 
yourself, to your environment and relationships. Your truth at this time includes the 
scars and core beliefs that you have built along your journey. The Map supports 
people to be mindful and release those inhibitions in order to access and 
reconnect with the profound true essence of their Self.  

If we focus on our true inner nature, acting from a space of pure love, we may 
think that we are denying our story and who we have become. We may think 
that is an unwise move. 

But, I put it to you, if we act from who we became with our stories and 
experiences, are we lying to our true inner nature? 

It takes time, introspection and compassion to heal the wounds and create the 
bridge allowing us to access to our true nature. I suggest you explore where you 
are at this time of your life, and follow the steps in the Map to complete cycles of 
forgiveness, compassion and gratitude.  

We can forgive but not forget. When we heal, we can remember the mark, the 
story, yet our pain body response is not triggered by this memory anymore. 

We consider the actual potential: Who we are now, who we became because 
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of our life’s story, experiences and expectations.  

We consider the core essence: Who we are, with our full potential and life’s 
experiences; honoring the wisdom we have obtained yet detaching from the 
story itself.  

Unveiling our authenticity is a journey in itself, before we can incorporate its truth 
in our lives. Is there is gap between who you think you are and who you truly are? 
If there is, it can build stress and subconscious little lies between us and ourselves.  

Practicing Satya requires a daily routine to bring awareness of our way of being 
at this moment. As we can become blinded by our own interpretations, it is wise 
to open to the perspective, as well as the support and guidance from a mentor 
who can leads us to see clearly.  

As a Practitioner, you must be aware that some people are pathological liars. 
They are not aware of their lies and even can believe in them and try to 
convince others. This traits can also been detected through handwriting analysis 
in some cases.   

 

Sometimes people live in the denial and belief in it fully. Don’t try to convince 
people about what is right or what is wrong, yet honor the steps in the Map to 
support them to deal with their conditions and find clarity step-by-step.  In many 
cases, when someone begin to clarify his or her life, many truths come to surface 
in their lives via relationships, hidden information, or previously unknown news 
that comes to light. Through the process, someone discovered he had a 21-year-
old daughter when he always thought he had no children.  

The more in tune we get with our authentic self, the more peace, compassion, 
and happiness we feel. It is humbling to accept fully who we are, honoring our 
wisdom, potential, values and expression. It is a blissful experience.  

I suggest you journal and recognize when you think you are being true to yourself 
and others and when you feel the gap between your expression and your truth 
within.  

Asteya (Non-stealing): In this Yama, we consider the respect for everyone’s 
space, evolution and energy. Learning to not take what is not yours, whether it is 
goods or credit for something you haven’t done in all aspects of life-- material, 
emotional, intellectual, or energetic. Not robbing people of their own 
experiences and freedom is one example. Living without desire for another’s 
possessions, qualities or status is another. It is true that we are all interconnected, 
we influence each other, and life is never led in a straight line and is never strictly 
black and white  

We live in a reality where all is intertwined and connected. The line between 
what is yours and what is mine is flexible as we move along. Yet a healthy space 
of respect is key to honor our relationships and evolution.  

In a marriage, what is his and what is hers change as the relationship evolves. 
The more profound and strong is the commitment and relationship, the more 
both become one, and the less we maintain such a stringent sense of identity, of 
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otherness. Sometimes this can lead to attachments and codependence in 
certain behaviors. Yet, accepting the uniqueness and evolution of both parties 
can support the sense of oneness in a dharmic way. 

To better understand this point, I use the example of the different organs in our 
body. They are all connected. They all depend on each other. Yet, the heart 
cannot perform or steal the function of the kidney. If the liver becomes 
overactive, another area of the body will become weak.  

Another example is how nature works. We see imbalances when a species 
dominates and the entire ecosystem is affected by this strong intrusion.   

Some people may feel a big gap between what they have around them, and 
where they are within themselves. They may not yet have truly owned their role. 
They may feel overwhelmed by the power surrounding them, when they haven’t 
yet built the inner strength or confidence to relate and support all this. It is key to 
grow and expand within and around us simultaneously, allowing for a healthy 
balance.  

The value and consideration of value is different for everyone. What means a lot 
to someone, may not mean much to another person.  

I suggest you to journal and explore that Yama, recognizing what is in your 
hands, and what is not.  

Observe and honor the time and energy of the people around you. Honor their 
space, resources and paths. Focus your awareness on your well-being and on 
taking care of your own garden, your own purpose and your own growth. This 
inspires others to do so and allows a healthy evolution for everyone. When you 
take your own responsibility, you give space for the others to take care of their 
own. Everyone has his or her own gifts and roles.  

There is the expression “The grass is always greener on the other side.” It is true, as 
long as your focus and attention is towards your neighbor’s garden instead of 
your own.  

Observe if you try to feed yourself on other’s satisfactions and possessions. A 
human reflex is to try to fill up the gaps within us by stealing or reaching for what 
other’s have. We think that what they have will fill up our own gaps. Yet, it is 
going to be only an instant gratification, leading to another disappointment and 
a deeper gap. 

If you want to do much but don’t have enough time, maybe you are trying to do 
too much. If God gave you ,24 hours and you try to do more than what you can 
do in 24 hours, that may not be the time for you to do that extra work.  

If God gave you two hands and you try to take care of more than what you can 
handle, what you are attempting may not be for you, but for someone who has 
their hands free to do the work. 

 

Brahmacharya: Ethical conducts that is pure, divine, sacred, moderated and like 
our perception of God or divine nature. 

Brahma means the absolute, eternal, supreme God-head. Charya is often 
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translated as “to follow”, as a mode of behavior and a virtuous way of life.  

Relating to another with unconditional love and integrity, without selfishness or 
manipulation. Practicing sexual moderation, restraining from sexual misconduct 
and avoiding lustful behavior. This includes moderation and restraining from 
misconduct with other pleasures as well. 

In this aspect I include restraining from desires, attachments and impulsive instant 
gratifications. Sexuality is only one of the aspects of pleasure. Some people may 
have an addiction to a sensation they get through drugs, sports, video games, 
food, sugars or other external attachments. They can be experienced as though 
they were necessary for survival, awakening and feeding into the dopamine.  

How can we practice moderation and restrain ourselves without constraining us 
neither denying or repressing our natural desires and needs? Moderation will be 
built with practice. Some people who have been in intense consummation and 
addiction, will begin to lower the consumption week after week. Even the 
process of detachment shall be done with moderation.  

If someone has been eating meat daily and a high amount of processed food, 
they can suffer from intense detoxification symptoms if the process of 
transformation is not done with moderation. They pass from one extreme to the 
other extreme without exploring the space of moderation. This can lead to 
another trauma or karmic sensation on their life’s journey.  

I invite you to practice Brahmacharya in all Five Bodies.  

Above, I mention the aspect on the physical, material level, but we have also 
the emotional attachment that leads us to codependence and emotional fusion 
in relationships. It occurs in most of our relationships. Yet the universal rhythm 
reminds us about the higher purpose of expansion and contraction. If the 
emotional fusion leads to a profound codependence, then there is no space for 
moderation, nor space to consider the practice of the Yamas. Allowing a 
healthy emotional connection invites evolution. Flowing from a space of fusion 
towards a space of moderation with grace and respect, is a reflection of the 
practice of Brahmacharya in the emotional level, honoring the quality of flow of 
the Water Element.  

Moderation in the Fire Element is reflected by a moderation in the way we shine. 
This aspect invites to nurture the Fire within, without burning ourselves or others 
around us. The flame can shine in the long-term, with enthusiasm and motivation, 
moving with direction and intention. When we overdo, we lose the aspect of 
Brahmacharya. Being overactive can cause stress. Also not allowing our own Fire 
to shine will cause stress, and can lead to depression. Moderation reminds us to 
measure and nurture our Fire, actions, expression and ego with mindfulness. We 
can do this while being confident and attentive to our feelings and the one of 
others.   

 

Practicing moderation in the Air Element is reflected with a clear mind and by 
honoring a space for reflection, as well as not being attached to core beliefs 
that can inhibit the connection to the Divine source. Many wars are caused by 
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strong beliefs combined with spiritual attachments. This results in fanaticism that 
can lead to misconception and lack of reflection, loss of independent thinking 
and compassion..  

Observe if you can, honor the Divine space in your whole being, allowing 
moderation in the relationship with all within and around you. When there is 
space for the Divine, there is no need to attach to anything or anyone around us 
but the guidance from God, serving a higher purpose. Find this direct 
connection through prayers or meditations.  

 

Aparigraha (Non-clinging): Non-grasping, non-covetousness, voluntary simplicity, 
not accumulating things beyond what is necessary, non-attachment to 
possessions. 

We have basic needs as human beings. Many people don’t meet these needs 
due to others who are grasping more than they need for their own well-being_or 
by living in a country that doesn’t provide the basic resources for survival for its 
people. 

Many of the wars, want, poverty, homelessness and lack of food in our 
communities are due to attachment, possessiveness and greed for power, 
fostered by a person’s belief, religion or political leanings.  

A sense of ownership can be very healthy when it is based on healthy values 
and honorable intentions.Yet, there is a difference between owning our own 
space, respecting the vital energy of everyone and accumulating possessions 
out of greed. When we have more, we can share and support more.   

Most people I have been working with have experienced or continue to 
experience a fear of loss. This profound emotion comes many times from early 
childhood and experiences of detachment from family and pain through 
separation with parents or loved ones. This reaction can be reflected in the 
behavior of the person later in life. They can become more attached to people, 
things and beliefs. This becomes a self-defense mechanism, a way to protect 
oneself from fear or abandonment.  

A sense of ownership for our education, knowledge and wisdom reminds us to 
take full responsibility of our choices and actions. When accept the responsibility 
towards ourselves, we will find a healthy balance in what we choose to have 
and what we choose to let go.  

Imagine if your stomach was clinging fast and not letting go; what would 
happen to any food we consume?  

It is part of our nature to let go and renew. Aparigraha can be practiced in our 
emotional relationships, as well as our relationship with our emotions. We can be 
attached to anger and build up resentment through the years. We can be 
attached to someone and not allow them, or ourselves, to breathe, to grow, to 
move or to evolve because of that attachment. 

Aparigraha doesn’t mean that we separate ourselves and choose to not have 
any relationships. It means that we honor a healthy space within our 
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relationships.  

You can own a house. That house is a space for you to evolve, to share and to 
have a healthy lifestyle. Yet that house is not what defines who you are as a 
person. If it becomes so, the attachment has become unhealthy.  

A sense of ownership is different than a sense of covetousness or possessiveness.  

When there is faith and divine connection, we do not feel the lack. They say that 
fear manifests when there is a lack of love. When love is considered as 
connectedness to the source and all, the fear dissipates. 

When you are attached to a core belief, it is a good opportunity to practice the 
steps of the Map. This process guides you to recognize the thought and 
emotional attachment to it. You will also notice where this memory is stored in 
your physical body and how it manifested in your actions and behavior. Through 
the practice of acceptance, compassion, and gratitude, you will transcend this 
attachment to access a space of bliss and clarity.  

This journey and practice of aparigraha guides you to adapt and be flexible 
through the constant evolution of life.  

We may like to attach to others around us, making sure that our lover will be 
“ours forever after”. We learn from early childhood to accumulate and try to get 
more and more. Where does that lead us?  

The co-dependence and accumulation leads to creating walls between the 
reality and ourselves at this moment, here and now. We are busy trying to hold 
and grasp and miss the experience of the moment.  

I suggest you to observe if there is anything or anyone you are trying to grasp, to 
hold onto at this time of your life.  

Maybe there are clothes that you keep and haven’t used in more than a year. 
Can you let them go?  How about toxic behaviors you can get rid of in your life. 
Habitual behavior can be changed and with them, new patterns will for. 

Is there anything you are trying to grasp, that is causing you stress? Maybe it is 
not meant to be held so tightly.  

Niyamas: (Internal-restraints): Ethical guidelines for the yogi pertaining to their 
daily activities. Those are state of beings and observances of one’s own physical 
well-being, actions, words and thoughts. Applying self-purification by discipline.  

The five Niyamas mentioned by Patanjali are: Purity (Saucha), Contentment 
(Santosa), Ardor/Austerity (Tapas), Study of Self (Svadhyaya), and Dedication to 
the Lord (Isvara pra nidhana). These are dedicated to self-discipline and the 
integration of spiritual practices and lifestyle.  

 
For your practice, I suggest you journal and begin to integrate those practices in 
your everyday life. You can proceed with one at a time and allow a space of 
integration in the Five Bodies.  
 
Shauca (Purity): Cleanliness, orderliness, precision, clarity, and balance. Internal 
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and external purification. 

 

Being clean is a natural quality. When you look at animals, have you ever seen a 
bird, a cat, a swan, and a dolphin that is dirty and did not take care of their 
cleanliness? Nature itself reflects the cycle of clearing and quest of purity.  

Purity of the mind is reflected by a space of clarity. There is no judgment. There is 
only consciousness and awareness. The mind is alert and reflects equanimity. 
Through life’s experiences, we build up core beliefs and our perspective 
becomes a projection of our own stories, rather than openness to what is at this 
moment. A healthy, balanced breath supports a clear mind. A daily meditation 
and journaling helps us clarify our thoughts.  

Some clouds always come along. It is part of our nature to support a healthy 
evolution.  

Guiding your behavior with intention and without expectations reflects purity in 
your action.  In this Element, we consider the purity of your heart, a balanced 
flame within you that shines and reflects clear, warm radiance within and around 
you. Sometimes the intensity of the Fire shifts and moves. It is natural that the 
rhythm of the flame changes, which supports and nurtures a healthy Fire, 
creating motivation and enthusiasm in our lives.  

Purity in your emotions and relationships is allowing the flow of the Water 
Element. If you hold on to emotions, they become blurry and can lead to an 
overflow. If you allow the flow of your emotions, you will avoid that drop that 
makes the glass overflow. Nurturing healthy relationships is also a reflection of 
purity. Sometimes we have to let go of relationships that are consuming or 
destructive, in order to heal our emotional body. Like the ocean, our flow moves 
constantly, and its purity is also reflected in honoring waves. All emotions, ups 
and downs within us, are part of our nature and reflect the purity of our 
emotional body. They allow us to honor our inner child, creativity, and intuition.  

Purity in your body helps a strong immune system and aids good health. A 
discipline and healthy diet will support your body to stay strong and clear from 
the accumulation of toxins. Some of the toxins in the physical body come from 
emotional stress and are reflected in other aspects in our life. That is why we 
recommend you work on Shauca in all Five Bodies simultaneously.  

Purity on the material level is reflected by a clear space. When I was traveling 
through India, it was a big surprise to have to take off my shoes to enter very 
clean apartments. Sometimes the streets were very dirty, yet the inside of the 
tents or spaces where people were sleeping were clean. I noticed how much 
they cared of their space, even if it was very small, in the middle of chaos.   

Purity on earth is like a jungle, honoring all cycles and seasons—all the rhythms 
that support  a healthy lifestyle.  

 

Santosa (Contentment): Equanimity, peace, tranquility, and acceptance of the 
way things are. 
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In our society, we can easily find greed and see comparison. We can watch this 
manifestation in yoga classes, as well as other group activities. Who is performing 
better? Who receives more attention? Which teachers are striving to gain more 
students than others? Because of this, sometimes sthe intention, clarity in the 
teachings, values and ethics can loose their quality and purity. 

How can we be content when we are born into a culture where they taught us 
that happiness come from owning a big house and an expensive car, being 
married to the perfect husband, and having the three perfect kids? How can we 
be content if we have only five clients instead of having 20 like someone else?  
Yet I consider that contentment is also the reflection of acceptance of our own 
gift, needs, potentials and the clarity or mastery in the teachings you learn and 
share.  

Contentment is a quality that requires practice and self-love.  

When you are in a space of acceptance, your actions and movements are 
gracious. There is a sense of connectedness between the heart’s intention and 
your behaviors. This means that you also accept your heart’s desires and the 
flame and motivation within you to take responsibility in your actions. Santos, 
doesn’t mean that you accept without doing anything. It is key to honor Santosa 
in the Element of the Fire, accepting our inner spark and following our heart’s 
true desires that lead and allow contentment.  

We are in Santosa, when we experience a Sattvic space –a peaceful and 
relaxing space stemming from purity and one of three Gunas  The Gunas are 
state of being, three qualities of nature Rajastic is passion or high intensity, 
Tamasic is dullness or passivity and the aforementioned Sattvic. If you are at 
peace with your emotional state, you will channel your emotions with clarity. It 
doesn’t mean that you will never express anger or fear. It rather means that you 
will be at peace with the emotions that you experience. You will surf the waves 
with grace and channel your emotions with intention. We all may crash or lose 
direction sometimes, yet the intention is to learn to use the power of emotion 
and in influence wisely. 

Can you accept what you have and what you don’t have? Maybe you are 
short and would like to be tall. Perhaps you have blue eyes and would like them 
to be green. We live in a community where there is a lot of competition and 
judgment based on what you have and what you don’t have. Yet, the most 
important is your relationship with it. You can be happy having very little, when 
you fully accept what is. You can be happy having a lot, also, but only when you 
stay true to your self.   

During my travels and professional experiences, I have met happy and content 
people who had just enough to survive. I have met people who had a lot, and 
thought it was never enough, always running behind new goals, being 
miserable, yet never appreciating a moment of Santosa. 

I have met happy people who had a lot and were filled with gratitude. Others 
who didn’t have much blamed the world and approached everything from a 
victim perspective or approach.         

Santosa is a state of being and perspective that is not directly related to what 
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you have and don’t have. It is a reflection of who you are. It is a perspective, a 
state of being. 

We can grow from a space of contentment. Focusing on what we have rather 
than on what we don’t have.  

 

Tapas (to burn): Burning away our toxins, our stuck energy andlethargy out of the 
body and mind. Stay consistent and awaken the flame for reunion with the 
Divine Source. Life’s force expressed through self-discipline, purification, 
willpower, austerity, and patience.  

We consider consistency in striving toward your goals and inspirations with clear 
intention and healthy values. Learning to have compassion with your mate or 
your child for the umpteenth time. It is about a constant focus and direction. It 
supports us to follow our path and honor each step.  

Many people who have awakened more integrity and alignment with the light, 
blissful state within us and their lives, can sometimes feel the difficulty in 
maintaining that state. It takes energy and Fire to nurture a constant evolution 
and alertness.  

Sometimes this can be so intense and powerful that some people are looking for 
a “vacation” and let themselves begin drifting away. It can be challenging to 
stay in the intensity of the vibration of alignment. This doesn’t mean that it must 
be hard. This “being in the zone” can become intimidating, powerful and almost 
scary at some moments. Consistency is key to practice in all aspects of our lives.  

Svadhyaya (Study of the Self): Self-inquiry, mindfulness, self-study, study of the 
teachings. Searching for the divinity in the physical world and aligning divine – 
self – earth (above – center – below) and the Five Bodies.  

 

I like to see Svadhyaya in a constant process of evolution and alignment in the 
Seven Directions. The Map  supports you to explore the inner labyrinth, following 
this GPS for the soul.  

Where is your mind and how does it influence your actions and emotions? Are 
your thoughts and actions aligned with your intention at this time? Are you 
resisting your inner voice or listening to this inner guidance? Are there some signs 
on your path from which you are trying to escape?  

We explore our emotional response and how it is connected to our behaviors, 
core believes and our relationships. Is there flow or resistance? Is there a special 
physical or emotional need that we experience at this moment?  

Svadhyaya is a constant self-awareness and awakening. It reminds us to release 
expectations and to open to the new possibilities of the moment.  

 

Ishvara Pranidhana (Devotional offering): Surrender to God, open-heartedness, 
love, “Not my will, but Thy will be done,” willingness to serve the Divine purpose, 
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to accept and respond to the personal & universal dharma. We act upon this 
alignment when we do the Jnana Mudra and Chin Mudra, are the position of 
the thumbsnf the finger represent the union of the universal and personal 
dharma. 

The practice of Ishvara Pranidhana inspires you to guide your thoughts and 
intentions towards a higher purpose. You develop a healthy ego that will support 
the manifestation and reflection of your intention. We have to be humble to 
accept the role that we have received, to shine and share our light with 
inspiration and value.  

Can we honor our relationships and emotions as divine connections?  

The material, physical and money are energy and are a manifestation of the 
sacred or Divine Energy. With Ishvara Pranidhana, we consider all and everything 
as a sacred manifestation, choosing to uplift the vibration and resonance of our 
life.  

The 8 limbs of yoga and general ethics as DHARMI Practitioners are your 
guidelines as professionals as well as in your self-development. It is highly 
recommended to reread them regularly to refresh and evaluate your alignment 
and own personal evolution.  

Some of the points may look far or difficult to integrate in your life at the 
beginning. Yet, the more you practice and dedicate to a balanced lifestyle, the 
more natural it becomes.  
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